Abstract-We present a protocol for controlling a shared ATM multicast tree supporting many-to-many communication. The protocol supports one or several ATM VCCs of the many-to-many type. The number of VCCs is independent of the number of endpoints. The protocol guarantees that there is no interleaving on any VCC of the tree. The protocol also guarantees that the traffic contract associated with the VCCs is respected, thus making it possible to use ordinary VCCs of the CBR, VBR or UBR class. No re-sequencing server is required, and all cell forwarding is performed at the ATM layer.
I. INTRODUCTION

A . Background
We consider the provision of a many-to-many multicast service directly with an ATM network. By "directly" we mean with a data path that is entirely switched at the ATM level, as opposed to going through servers. From a pure ATM switching viewpoint, many-to-many ATM connections can be easily supported [l] . Formally, a many-to-many ATM Virtual Channel Connection (VCC) has the following properties [2]: at one User-Network Interface (UNI), the connection is defined by one single VPI/VCI; all cells sent by one endpoint of the connection are delivered to all other endpoints (assuming there is no loss); conversely, one endpoint may receive cells with this single VPI/VCI value from any of the other connected endpoints. Similarly, many-to-many Virtual Path Connections (VPCs) are defined with the VPI field replacing the VPI/VCI field.
However, ATM multicast as defined in standard [3] supports one-to-many connections, but not directly many-tomany connections: in [3] , one end-system, called "root", may send data cells that are multicast to a number of other systems, called "leaves". There are known difficulties in supporting, and using, many-to-many VCCs, which explains this situation. We concentrate here on the cell interleaving issue.
Over one single many-to-many VCC, data cells from different sources may arrive interleaved at one destination. If AAL5 is used, this makes the re-assembly of messages impossible. One solution is to use AAL3/4 and allocate multiplexing identifiers (MIDs) to sources, but this requires a coordinated distribution of MIDs and is usually made at the expense of generality. Various proposals exist to address this issue. One family of solutions [4], [5] relies on the combination of servers and one-to-many connections. Data is sent by any end-system to one server over a point-to-point connection; the server relays the data back to end-systems, and to other servers, over a one-to-many connection for which it is the root. Cell interleaving is prevented by having the servers re-assemble data frames that they receive before send-0-7803-3336496 $5.00 @ 1996 IEEE ing them back, using AAL5. Another family of proposals [6] proposes using one one-to-many connection per endpoint; with n endpoints, every system is root for one one-to-many connection, and leaf for n -I connections. Yet another family of proposals [7] requires using VPCs instead of VCCs.
With a many-to-many VPC, sources can use a VCI as source multiplexing identifier. The problem with such a solution is precisely that it uses VPCs, which may be rare in some environments, and, above all, cannot be multiplexed on VPCs.
B. Scope of This Proposal
We propose a new protocol, called Shared Many-to-Many ATM Reservations (SMART) [8] , which supports many-tomany communication with demand sharing. SMART has the following features:
it lies entirely in the ATM layer, and does not require any server; it does not require n multicast connections for n endpoints but in contrast works with only one or several VCCs; the number of VCCs is freely configured and is independent of the number of endpoints; it does not require any multiplexing identifier, nor distribution of MIDs or VCIs; it works with VCCs (and consequently also with VPCs). SMART uses the concept of data blocks, as in ABT [9] , [lo] , where a block is defined as a series of cells delineated by resource management (RM) cells. The protocol supports one or several VCCs. In its simplest form, there is exactly one VCC, for any number of end-points. In its most general form, there are v VCCs, where v is a fixed number, setup by signaling procedure. The cases where v > 1 may be interesting for dense mode multicast where a large number of sources may send small amount of data concurrently. In this paper, the set of these v VCCs is called the multicast tree. At a UNI, an end-system that participates in one multicast tree using SMART has to connect to v many-to-many VCCs. It may send data blocks on one or several of the corresponding VPI/VCIs, whenever the SMART protocol allows it, and it may receive at most one data block on each of the v VPI/VCIs. The protocol thus guarantees that at most v data blocks can be interleaved on one multicast tree.
SMART applies primarily to the case where the VCCs are of the reserved bandwidth type (constant bit rate, CBR, or variable bit rate, VBR, classes). In that case, the protocol guarantees that the traffic contract associated with each of the VCCs is respected. In particular, the various links of the VCCs can be handled by the network as links of ordinary, symmetrical point to point VCCs. SMART can thus be viewed as a multiple access control protocol to the multicast tree [ll] , [12] . SMART also applies to UBR connections.
SMART prevents interleaving on each of the different VCCs, but supports concurrent data transfers as long as they do not result in interleaving. The protocol requires that switches and end-systems participate in the protocol; however, non-SMART switches may be used to interconnect SMART switches by means of ordinary VC links or VPCs.
OVERVIEW OF SMART
During the setup of a many-to-many call, the end-system initiating SMART establishes a multicast tree and associates a maximum block size to it. The multicast tree interconnects a set of initial end-systems members of the many-to-many call. The tree is made of one or several associated many-tomany VCCs. Connections. The nodes of the multicast tree are called intermediate-systems. The initiating end-system has no other function than to setup the call at the beginning. The same service class (e.g. CBR, VBR or UBR) and traffic parameters are given to all the connections of the tree at call setup time. The resources for the given service are reserved in both directions on all the VC links of the tree until the connections are released. During the call, end-systems are free to join or leave the tree. The signaling procedures to establish, modify and release the multicast tree are beyond the scope of this paper.
The intermediate-systems described above are made of ATM switches implementing the SMART protocol. Intermediate and end-systems exchange control information with their neighbors' by transmitting Resource Management (RM) cells inside all VCCs of the multicast tree. RM cells are extracted and interpreted when received by a system implementing SMART. Cells carrying data, the non-RM cells, need no special treatment. To deal with possible RM cell losses, each system periodically sends RM cells to all its neighbors.
Two systems implementing SMART may be separated by non-SMART ATM switches. Thus two neighbors may be separated by several VC links in sequence. Hence an edge of the multicast tree is made of the concatanated sequence of one or several VC links per VCC, namely of one VC segment per VCC, as shown in Figure 1. 
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A . How a Root Gets Elected
Figure 2(a) shows a multicast tree made of one VCC that interconnects end-systems A l , A2, B1 and B2. All VC segments have been established by a signaling procedure. The arrows at both ends of a VC segment indicate the state of the VC segment port in the following manner. An arrow pointing towards a VC segment port indicates that the port is ready to receive data cells and does not forward data cells to the VC segment. An arrow pointed outwards on a VC segment port indicates that the port can send data cells on the segment and discards data cells coming from the VC segment. The behavior of an arrow is similar to an electrical diode if one thinks of data cells as being the electrical current. Thus, the tree is initially idle since no data can flow on it.
Four control bits must be carried by each RM cell: GRANT bit to indicate if the sender can receive data; REQUEST bit to indicate if the sender has data to send; e SN, a 2 bit sequence number to detect RM cell race conditions.
Initially, all end-systems send a grant to their neighbor since each of them can receive data. An RM cell in transit on a VC segment is shown by a solid arrow, while an RM cell that is received and accepted at a port is shown by a dashed arrow. As soon as a grant is received and accepted at a port at X or Y, the port arrow is reversed to indicate that data can be forwarded to the end-system; see Figure  2 (b). X sends a grant to Y after having accepted the grants from A1 and A2. Similarly, Y sends a grant to X after having accepted the grants from B1 and B2. The grant from X and the one from Y cross each other on the VC segment.
In fact each VC segment is biased in the following way. A bias is negotiated between the two ports of each VC segment during the connection establishment procedure. Only one of the two VC segment ports has the bias. The bias is shown by a black dot inside the port arrow in Figure 2(c) . The bias negotiation on a VC segment is independent of the bias negotiation on other VC segments. Thus the bias is a local initial condition. The signaling of the bias negotiation is outside the scope of this paper.
Y receives the grant from X but does not accept it since Y has not the bias on the VC segment to X. On the contrary, X accepts the grant from Y since X has the bias on the VC segment to Y. The VCC is now oriented and X is the root. The tree is still idle since no data can flow on it.
B. How an End-System Starts Sending Data
Then a user at A1 invokes the UNITDATA.REQ primitive to request to send data to the multicast tree, see Figure 2 
(d).
A1 sends a request to X. Upon accepting the request, X sends a grant back to A l , and reverses its port arrow to A1 since it c m now forward data from A l , as shown in Figure 2 
C. How Tree Access is Passed to Other Sender
Then a user at B1 invokes the UNITDATA.REQ primitive. B1 sends a request to Y. Y propagates the request of B1 to X. X forwards the request in direction of Al, as illustrated in Figure 2 (g) .
Upon receiving the request, A1 waits for its current data block to end, then stops transmitting and sends a grant to X. X accepts the grant from A l , changes the VC segment orientation to forward data to Al. Then X sends the grant in direction of Y and reverses the VC port arrow to forward data cells from X. Similarly Y accepts the grant from X, reverses the VC port arrow to X, sends a grant in direction of B1 and reverses the VC port arrow to B1. Finally B1 accepts the grant from Y, reverses the VC port arrow for sending data. B1 is the root of the VCC and starts sending a block of data as shown in Figure 2 (g).
DESCRIPTION OF SMART
This section describes the mechanisms of SMART for a multicast tree made of only one VCC.
A. How it Works
Each system keeps and updates a view of all its neighbors. It achieves this by maintaining the following state variables at each VC segment port: ag, ar : accepted grant and request sg, sr, ssn : grant, request and sequence number to send or last sent;
rg, rr, rsn : last received grant, request and sequence number; bias : indicates if the first grant sent can be canceled or not; status : indicates the state of the VC segment as seen from that port.
The variables ag, ar, sg, sr, rg and rr take the values 0 and 1; all variables initially take the value 0. For example, ar equal to 1 means that a request has been accepted at that port, and rr equal to 0 means that no request is received at that port. The variables ssn and rsn take the values 0, 1 and 2; both variables initially take the value 0. The variable bias takes the value cancel or nocancel which is fixed during the connection establishment procedure. Finally the variable status takes the value active or inactive and initially takes the value active.
A VC segment of bad quality can be declared inactive by one of its ports before the link management declares it failed.
A port uses a timer T1 to detect a bad quality segment in the following manner. If, after T1, a port has not received the RM cell it expected, variable status is changed from active to inactive. When the link management declares a VC segment as failed, the state variables are initialized, the segment is released by a signaling procedure and must be re-established to be considered active again.
A port starts to forward data cells to its VC segment if and only if ag is equal to 1. Data cells arriving at a port where status is not equal to active are not forwarded to other ports. The status of a port can change from inactive to active if and only if the variables ag of all other active ports to the same VCC of the system are equal to 1.
RM cells are sent periodically by an active port and carry the current value of sg, sr and ssn at that port. Moreover an RM cell is sent immediately by an active port in one of the following cases: if the value of sr changes to 1 and ug is equal to 0; if the value of sg changes to 1; a if the value of status changes from inactive to active and sg is equal to 1. Thus a request in the direction of the root and a grant propagates always as fast as possible.
The reception of an RM cell at an active or inactive port causes an immediate update of the values of rg, rr and rsn of that port.
B. Trees Merging
We now describe the case where two trees in operation are being merged. The state variables of a port are represented in the format of (1).
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The value 1 of ag or sg is represented by the letter G. The value 1 of ar or sr is represented by the letter R. The value 0 of ag, sg, ur or sr is represented by a minus sign, -. The values of rsn and ssn are not modified. For example, the state variables of the port in (2) indicate that a grant was accepted but none are sent, a request is sent but none was accepted, the last received sequence number is 2 and the last sent sequence number is 0.
We assume that the trees X-Al-A2 and Y-Bl-B2 were established and that A1 and B1 are the roots of the former tree and the later one, respectively, as shown in Figure 3 (a).
A1 and B1 send data on X-Al-A2 and Y-Bl-B2 respectively. Meanwhile, segment X-Y is established and X wins the bias. However no data cells are forwarded on the X-Y segment since ag is equal to 0 at both ends of the segment. Nevertheless, the requests propagate from one tree to the other.
A1 and 91 accept their request, see Figure 3 (b). A1 increments its ssn and sends a grant to X after it finishes sending the current block. We assume that the data block of A1 ends before the one of B1. X accepts the grant from A1 as shown in Figure 3(c) . X sends a grant to Y since it has received a grant from all its other neighbors.
Y accepts the grant from X and can start forwarding data cells to X. The tree has now only one sender. Note that A1 and A2 will receive only the end part of the block sent by B1, see Figure 3 (d). Note that SMART makes sure there is no cell interleaving but does not guarantee a reliable data transport. 
